The team had to trim experiments and patch problems right up to the launch date. The largest solar flare ever recorded erupted during their flight. The team got spooked, even after Spirit's successful landing at Gusev Crater. For the second landing, many people, including Squyres, wore the same outfit they wore for the first one. "We may be feeling looser than we did last time, but we still need all the good mojo we can get. "
Yet both missions succeeded, and the rovers, engineered for a 90-day mission, are still on the go now after more than 500 days in action. Opportunity ("the glamour rover") even landed in a small depression, Eagle Crater, its first pictures showing true bedrockwhat Squyres describes as "a three-hundredmillion-mile interplanetary hole in one".
Then came the grind of moving the rovers on a martian day schedule and coaxing pictures from the software: "I love these rovers, but damn, they're slow. " It takes them a full martian day to do a simple task that a human explorer on Mars could do in a minute. The drama came as a result of hard work, the long march of rovers across rugged terrain. Moving at a few tens of metres a day, the rovers sought signs of ancient surface water and found it, principally in the 'blueberries' that proved to be haematite, a mineral often formed in the presence of water. Then the rovers reached 140 metres a day and exceeded their engineering lifetimes. Cross-laminated ripples told the research team that Opportunity had found clear signs of layered terrain laid down (perhaps "in a ruby red sea under a pink Martian sky") by flowing water, and now sealed in the geological record. Spirit later discovered layered terrain with clear signs of layered deposition and erosion by water. These findings confirmed the growing view that a warm, wet early Mars was a plausible site for life.
Squyres shows both management skills and an eye for the far horizon, an unusual combination. More geology can be done, but he implies that biology is the next challenge. He concludes: "There are many things I could wish for our rovers, but in the end, there's only one thing that matters. What I really want, more than anything else, is boot prints in our wheel tracks at Eagle Crater. "
